
'Green bridges' could help 
to save endangered bats 
Bats may need their own version of the safe Cross code 
to navigate across busy roads, according to research 
presented in Gaiway this week. 

The tiny mammals have difficulty flying safely 
across roads, so their habitat is increasingly restricted 
in our modern landscape, delegates were told at the 
10th European Bat research symposium at NU1 Galway. 

Batsusuaily follow hedgerows to find their way from 
one foraging ground to another, Dr Fabio Bontadina 
from the Department of Conservation Biology at the 
University of Beme said yesterday. When these are 
bisected by roads, the bats tend to fly too close to the 
mound and are often kiiled bv traffic. , ~ ~ ~~~ 

"Green hridgri" could providc an answer. DI Ron- 
tadina suggestcd. Thesr bridges are cuvered in plants 
tomimic hrdgcrows and coulJ mark out a 'flight path". 

"Bats bave aproblemreacbingresources in this frag- 
mentedlandscape. We were interested in how plants in 
containers could be used to link hedgerows from one 
side of the road to tbe other." 

Tbe researchers examined whether lesser horseshoe 
bats could learn to follow a row of plants leading to 
their feeding area. Four hundred containers of plants 
were lined up to form a bedgerow in the hats' natural 
habitat and Dr Bontadina and his colleagues used 
infrared video techniques to track their flight path. 

Within six weeks, up to 20 per Cent of the bats had 
jtarted to use the "hedgerow" for navigation. "This 
~xtended their foraging time and range," said Dr Bon- 
:adina. "These bats, each weighing only 5 grams, were 
:ravelling between2 and4 kmauight. The lesser horse- 
ihoe bat is endangered in Ireland and the rest of 
Europe. Extending foraging time like this could help 
mprove their survival." 

The lesser horseshoe bat 1s endangered in Ireland and 
throughout Europe. Photograph: Bontadina/swId.ch 

Dr Bontadina is working with motorway companies 
in Germany to test wbetber "green bridges" couid help 
guide bats safely over busy high speed roads. If suc- 
cessful, this strategy could help "to save the remaining 
colonies of these endaneered snecies." 

Prof Jiri Gaisler. from !vla;aryk University in the 
Czech Republic, highlighred the imporrnncr of moni- 
toring bat populations. Prof Gaisler has been ohserving 
bat populations since 1955. 

"Bats are very sensitive to negative environmental 
changes. Thirty or 40 years ago, there were very few 
lesser horseshoe bats in Ireland and the rest of Europe, 
due to the impact of insecticides and loss of hiberna- 
t im areas." Prof Gaisler said. "While the numbers are ~~ ~~~~~~~~. ~~ - ~~~ ~ 

now stariing tu recuver. we must continue rhe improve- 
menrs in nature ronservation sern in rccent years. Cun- 
strucring neu. hedgerowi and proiecring the rxisting 
hedgerows is very imponant." . . 
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